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Abstract. Answer set programming (ASP) is a declarative language for
nonmonotonic reasoning based on stable model semantics, where stable
models are classical models of the input program satisfying a stability
condition: only necessary information is included in each of these models under the assumptions provided by the model itself for the unknown
knowledge in the program, where unknown knowledge is encoded by
means of default negation. Reasoning in presence of unknown knowledge is common for rational agents acting in the real world. It is also
common that real world agents cannot meet all their desiderata, and
therefore ASP programs may come with soft literals for representing numerical preferences over jointly incompatible conditions. Stable models
are therefore associated with a cost given by the number of the unsatisfied soft literals, so that stable models of minimum cost are preferred.
Algorithms and strategies for computing optimal stable models are reported in this paper, together with a brief discussion of their properties.
Finally, the paper hints on how these algorithms can be extended to
handle some qualitative preferences.
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Extended abstract

Answer set programming (ASP) is a declarative language for nonmonotonic reasoning based on stable model semantics [1–5], and implemented by very efficient
systems [6–8]. A stable models is a classical model of the input program that satisfies an additional condition, referred as stability condition. Specifically, a logic
program may refer to unknown knowledge via default negation, whose interpretation is then fixed by the stable model candidate; stated differently, the stable
model candidate provides an assumption on the truth or falsity of relevant unknown knowledge. On this new logic program, often referred in the literature as
program reduct, the stability condition requires that only necessary information is
included in the stable model candidate, which therefore must be subset-minimal
for the program reduct in order to be a stable model of the original program.

Such an intuitive notion of stable model easily extends to expressive language
constructs, among them aggregation functions [9, 10], a convenient linguistic extension for which the complexity of some reasoning tasks may raise [11], but
fully supported in modern ASP systems [12, 13].
Several real world applications take advantage of ASP for fast prototyping
and efficient evaluation. For example, USA-Advisor [14] is a decision support
system for the Space Shuttle that was used for managing unpredicted failures
of the reaction control system; in this setting, a collection of ASP programs
were used to represent possible actions and their effects, so that several plans
for restoring the reaction control system could be computed by an ASP solver.
As another example, ASP was recently applied to nurse scheduling [15], where
working hours of nurses of an hospital have to be scheduled subject to several
constraints. A similar scheduling problem was also solved thanks to ASP in the
Gioia Tauro sea port [16]. And the list of applications would go on with combinatorial auctions [17], phylogenetic supertrees [18], consistent query answering
[19], and automatic configuration [20], just to mention a few of them.
Reasoning in presence of unknown knowledge is common for rational agents
acting in the real world. It is also common that real world agents cannot meet
all their desiderata, and therefore ASP programs may come with soft literals for
representing numerical preferences over jointly incompatible conditions. Stable
models are therefore associated with a cost given by the number of the unsatisfied
soft literals, so that stable models of minimum cost are preferred. In fact, any
stable model describes a plausible scenario for the knowledge represented in the
input program, even if it may be only an admissible solution of non optimum cost.
In fact, many rational agents would still accept suboptimal solutions, possibly
with an estimate on the maximum distance to the optimum cost. This flexibility
is also justified by the intrinsic complexity of the problem: the computation of
an optimum stable model requires in general at least linearly many calls to a Σ2P
oracle [21], and it is therefore practically unfeasible for the hardest instances.
Taking into account such a high computational complexity, a good algorithm
for answer set optimization should produce better and better stable models
during the computation of an optimum stable model. Algorithms having this
property are called anytime in the literature [22, 23]. Unfortunately, the most
efficient algorithms are not anytime by themselves: they are based on unsatisfiable core analysis [24], which means that they try to satisfy all soft literals,
possibly replacing those in the input program with less restricting constraints
until an optimum stable model is found. Prominent examples of these algorithms
are oll [25], pmres [26], one and k [27]. However, anytime variants of these
algorithms are obtained thanks to a simple observation [28, 29]: Unsatisfiable
cores are often non-minimal, and their sizes can be significantly reduced by a
few additional oracle calls, where each call may either return a smaller core,
or a stable model possibly improving the current overestimate. Specifically, two
strategies, referred to as linear and reiterated progression based shrinking, proved
to provide significant performance gains to the ASP solver wasp [30, 31].

Finally, it turns out that unsatisfiable core analysis can be efficiently used also
for the enumeration of models of circumscribed theories [32], which are essentially
logic programs subject to a subset-minimality preference on a set of atoms. The
idea is simple and intuitive: cardinality optimal stable models are also subset
optimal stable models; these models are computed, and the theory extended
by constraints that discard these models and those less preferred, so that the
enumeration procedure can continue the search until all optimal models are
computed. In order to obtain an efficient enumeration algorithm, some internal
properties of the specific unsatisfaible core analysis procedure employed have
to be taken into account. Specifically, unsatisfiable core analysis modifies the
original propositional theory, which has to be restored several times during the
computation; auxiliary atoms introduced by one and k can be used for this
purpose [33]. Addressing the computation of models of circumscribed theories
provides concrete strategies for solving several computational tasks of abstract
argumentation frameworks [34, 35].
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